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ABSTRACT

Maternal performance refers to the effect that the environment provided by mothers has on their
offspring’s phenotypes, such as offspring survival and growth. Variations in maternal behavior and physiol-
ogy are responsible for variations in maternal performance, which in turn affects offspring survival. In
our study we found females that failed to nurture their offspring and showed abnormal maternal behaviors.
The genetic architecture of maternal performance for offspring survival was investigated in 241 females
of an F2 intercross of the SM/J and LG/J inbred mouse strains. Using interval-mapping methods we found
two quantitative trait loci (QTL) affecting maternal performance at D2Mit17 1 6 cM and D7Mit21 1 2
cM on chromosomes 2 and 7, respectively. In a two-way genome-wide epistasis scan we found 15 epistatic
interactions involving 23 QTL distributed across all chromosomes except 12, 16, and 17. These loci form
several small sets of interacting QTL, suggesting a complex set of mechanisms operating to determine
maternal performance for offspring survival. Taken all together and correcting for the large number of
significant factors, QTL and their interactions explain almost 35% of the phenotypic variation for maternal
performance for offspring survival in this cross. This study allowed the identification of many possible
candidate genes, as well as the relative size of gene effects and patterns of gene action affecting maternal
performance in mice. Detailed behavior observation of mothers from later generations suggests that
offspring survival in the first week is related to maternal success in building nests, grooming their pups,
providing milk, and/or manifesting aggressive behavior against intruders.

MATERNAL performance is one of the major com- tionary genetic literature. This has occurred because of
the difficulty of collecting critical data and becauseponents of fitness (Falconer and Mackay 1996)
many researchers considered this trait as environmentalbecause reproductive success is a consequence not only
with regard to the offspring phenotypes. While this isof the fecundity of the parents, but also of the survival
true, variation among mothers in their performanceof the offspring. Indeed, environmental effects deter-
can be due to both genetic and environmental effectsmined by the mother are more important than any other
operating on the mother. Even so, as a fitness compo-single factor in determining variation in early offspring
nent, maternal performance is expected to have a rela-size, growth, and survival (Lee et al. 1991). Variations in
tively low additive genetic variance and low heritabilitythe environment provided by individual mothers for their
(Falconer and Mackay 1996). Despite this expecta-offspring are due, in part, to genetic differences among
tion, some maternal performance constituents, such asmothers. The effect that a mother has on her offspring’s
nest-building behavior (h2 5 0.27) in mice (Bult andphenotypes, independent of the genes she has transmit-
Lynch 2000) and egg volume (h2 5 0.55) in passerineted, is referred to as her maternal performance and is
birds (Potti 1999), have moderate heritability, indicat-measured in terms of the effect she has on her off-
ing a substantial genetic basis. A survey of the agricul-spring’s characteristics (Cheverud and Moore 1994).
tural literature indicates that maternal performance forVariations in maternal performance are likely to be due
offspring growth in mammals has a moderate heritabil-to variations in maternal physiology and behaviors, such
ity (Cheverud 1984). Considering the importance ofas nest building, grooming, and milk production.
maternal performance, if only one or a few genes wereDespite recent interest in maternal effects (e.g., see
responsible for these traits, most of the genetic variationMousseau and Fox 1998; Wolf et al. 1998), maternal
would have been eliminated by selection and drift (Bultperformance often has been overlooked in the evolu-
and Lynch 2000), which suggests that maternal perfor-
mance is a complex quantitative trait.

Observation of certain maternal behaviors allows us
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fecting maternal behavior have already been identified. of their inbred parents. The recovery of fertility and
effective maternal care in hybrids indicates a geneticDuring pregnancy, females have extensive hormonal

alterations that enhance neural activity and contribute basis for variations in maternal performance among
strains.to changes in maternal behavior (Kinsley et al. 1999).

In rodents, hormonal changes during pregnancy and While we were establishing recombinant inbred and
random bred mouse strains from an intercross of theparturition are an additional factor that contributes to

the rapid appearance of maternal behavior (Rosenblatt Large (LG/J) and Small (SM/J) inbred mouse strains
(Cheverud et al. 1999) for genetic mapping studies, we1967). Oxytocin has different roles in rats and mice,

but it is essential for maternal performance in both, as found females that failed to nurture their offspring and
showed abnormal maternal performance. This aberrantis estradiol (Pedersen et al. 1982; Nishimori et al. 1996;

Yamamuro and Sensui 1998). Prolactin is required for behavior often led to loss of the entire litter. Although
these behaviors occur in both parental strains, it is muchnormal reproduction and mammary gland development

in mice (Horseman et al. 1997; Alston-Mills et al. 1999), less frequent in F1 hybrids, indicating a genetic basis for
the behavioral complex.and the prolactin receptor (PRLR) is a regulator of

maternal behavior (Lucas et al. 1998). The neurochemi- We investigate the genetic basis of maternal perfor-
mance by studying the association between individualcal mechanisms involved in maternal behavior have

been described as involving interactions among critical quantitative trait loci (QTL) and abnormal maternal
performance for offspring survival in the cross of twoareas in the brain such as the hippocampus, the media

preoptical area, and several areas of the hypothalamus inbred strains of mice. Maternal performance was deter-
mined on the basis of success or failure of the mother(Flannelly et al. 1986; Bernardis and Bellinger 1996;

Lonstein and Stern 1997; Olazabal and Ferreira in maintaining at least one offspring alive in the first
week after birth. F2 females from an intercross between1997; Numan et al. 1998).

Individual gene effects on behaviors affecting mater- the LG/J and SM/J mouse strains were randomly mated
to F2 males and the success or failure of their litters wasnal performance have been studied through the knock-

out of various genes. Several genes involved in maternal scored. This study allowed a QTL search on all 19 mu-
rine autosomes and the identification of the numbercare have been identified in this way, all of which are

associated with the central nervous system, and particu- and relative size of gene effects and patterns of gene
action affecting maternal performance in this cross. Ad-larly with the hypothalamus (Brown et al. 1996; Thomas

and Palmiter 1997; Lefebvre et al. 1998; Lucas et al. ditionally, we examined maternal behavioral components
in later generations of the same cross to characterize which1998; Li et al. 1999). Although all knockout females

(FosB, Dbh, Mest, PRLR, and Peg3 deficient) presented maternal behaviors modulated maternal performance for
offspring survival in the intercross population.normal olfactory capacity, a prerequisite for maternal

behavior in mice (Gandelman et al. 1971), they showed
various abnormal behaviors associated with these genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODSLack of pup retrieval and crouching over the nest were
the only behaviors in common among these knockouts. Mouse strains and breeding: The mouse strains used in this

study are the LG/J and the SM/J inbred lines. The historyMest- and Peg3-deficient mice performed poorly in nest
and details of animal husbandry are available in Cheverudbuilding (Lefebvre et al. 1998; Li et al. 1999), a problem
et al. (1996), Kramer et al. (1998), and Vaughn et al. (1999).that Dbh-deficient females did not exhibit (Thomas and
We utilize these strains because their genomes have been

Palmiter 1997). FosB- and Dbh-deficient females had characterized extensively and because they show heterosis in
lactation problems (Brown et al. 1996; Thomas and the cross for the traits we are investigating. Ten SM/J males

were mated with 10 LG/J females, producing 41 hybrids auto-Palmiter 1997), and the lack of placentophagia was
somally identical to one another and heterozygous at eachreported in Mest- and Dbh-deficient females (Thomas
locus that differs between the parental strains. The F1 hybridsand Palmiter 1997; Lefebvre et al. 1998).
were randomly mated, producing 510 F2 progeny. Animals

Inbred mouse strains are often difficult to maintain born were individually identified within the first week. Three
because of reduced litter size and maternal failure to weeks after birth they were weaned and placed in single-sex

cages with at most five animals per cage. Animals were fed adnurture offspring (Silver 1995; Falconer and Mackay
libitum with Purina PicoLab rodent chow 20 (5353; St. Louis).1996). This failure can be due to environmental distur-
At 10 weeks 241 F2 females were randomly mated with F2 malesbance (especially diseases) or, in some cases, to a delete-
to form F3 progeny. Males were removed from the breeding

rious mutation becoming fixed in the strains during the cage when their mate was determined to be pregnant. Each
inbreeding process (Festing 1979). During the early female’s litter size and litter survival through the first week

was recorded. These intercrosses have continued over genera-stages of inbreeding, many of the animals may be infer-
tions to produce recombinant inbred (RI) and advanced in-tile or in poor condition due to the occurrence of delete-
tercross (AI) lines. To produce these lines, two different sys-rious recessive alleles in homozygous states (Silver 1995).
tems of mating were used: brother-sister and random mating

This reduction in fitness is usually overcome in F1 hy- to produce, respectively, RIs and AIs. Furthermore, we con-
brids between different inbred lines. The hybrids often tinue to breed the parental strains LG/J and SM/J in our

mouse facility.show heterosis and better maternal performance than that
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Scoring maternal performance for offspring survival: The and independent variables—maternal performance for off-
spring survival and genotype score—are not in interval scale.first week of life is an important period for offspring survival.

The major factor determining the life or death of the litter Hilton (1976) argues that the significance tests obtained
from this model are accurate as established by Kort (1973).in this phase is maternal performance (Lee et al. 1991). In

our cross we examined data from these females and scored Other studies have confirmed the feasibility of using interval
mapping for QTL studies of binary traits in intercrosses andwhether or not they lost the whole litter in the first week after

birth. Usually, in our cross, primiparous females with loss of backcrosses (Visscher et al. 1996; Rebai 1997; McIntyre et
al. 2001) or even in multifamily half-sib designs (Kardamideenthe entire litter maintained this pattern in consecutive parities,

so this abnormal maternal performance was not just random et al. 2000).
Significance levels: Statistical significance of one-QTL modelsfailure due to stress or inexperience. Maternal performance

for offspring survival was scored as the ability of the female was evaluated using LOD scores. Because of multiple compari-
son problems (Lander and Kruglyak 1995), we adjustedto maintain the litter alive through the first week of life. If

only part of the litter was lost, the mother still was considered pointwise probabilities by calculating the number of statisti-
cally independent regressions performed on each chromo-successful, whereas mothers that lost the entire litter were

considered unsuccessful. We scored litter size and maternal some and dividing the appropriate probability level by the
effective number of independent tests performed (Cheverudperformance on the basis of offspring survival in mothers from

LG/J and SM/J inbred lines, 21 F1 and 241 F2 generation 2001). The effective number of independent tests was calcu-
lated using the variance of the eigenvalues of the intermarkerfemales. Offspring survival for these 241 F2 females was scored

as an all-or-none trait and used in a QTL study of maternal correlation matrix calculated separately for each chromo-
some. A Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold was thenperformance for offspring survival in this cross.

Molecular genotyping: Total cellular DNA was extracted obtained by dividing the pointwise threshold (0.05) by the
number of independent tests. We calculated two thresholdfrom liver using DNA QIAamp tissue kit (QIAGEN, Chats-

worth, CA). PCR amplification of microsatellite loci was per- levels to distinguish between chromosome-wide and genome-
wide significance levels. The chromosome-wide significanceformed according to the protocol described by Dietrich et

al. (1992) and modified by Routman and Cheverud (1994). threshold was obtained by dividing 0.05 by the number of
independent tests calculated for each chromosome, while thePCR product was visualized using 5–6% agarose gels and ethid-

ium bromide staining. Ninety-six polymorphic loci were scored genome-wide threshold was obtained by dividing 0.05 by the
number of independent tests summed over all the chromo-in our study to cover all 19 autosomes as completely as possible

(Vaughn et al. 1999; Cheverud et al. 2001). The X chromo- somes. This approach has been validated using simulation
some was excluded from this study because of a relative lack results (see Cheverud 2001 for details). A chromosome-wide
of microsatellite marker variability (Routman and Cheverud significance value is very informative in that it strikes a balance
1995; Cheverud et al. 1996). The relative positions of these between eliminating false-positive results and avoiding false
markers are given in the Mouse Genome Database (2001). negatives (Rao 1998; Weller et al. 1998). The genome-wide
However, map distances are known to vary between crosses threshold is an important value because LOD scores above the
so for this study map distances were calculated using MAP- genome-wide threshold indicate highly significant evidence of
MAKER 3.0b (Lander et al. 1987; Lincoln et al. 1992) as linkage, while those exceeding only the appropriate chromo-
described in Vaughn et al. (1999) and Cheverud et al. (2001). some-wide threshold suggest linkage, requiring confirmation

Statistical procedures: Interval mapping: The presence of from additional data (Lander and Kruglyak 1995).
potential QTL and their relative positions were determined by We also evaluated statistical significance of the single-locus
interval mapping (Lander and Bolstein 1989) using multiple QTL genome scan by running a permutation test (Churchill
regression analysis (Haley and Knott 1992). This analysis and Doerge 1994; Doerge and Churchill 1996) in QTL
consists of regressing the phenotype (maternal performance, Cartographer (Basten et al. 1994, 2002). Experiment-wise sta-
or MP) on genotype scores every 2 cM along each chromo- tistical significance is obtained by rearranging phenotypes to
some. Genotype scores are calculated using the probability genotypes 1000 times. The single-locus QTL detected in these
that an individual is homozygous for either parent allele or analyses were the same as we obtained using the Haley and
heterozygous at the specified location. These probabilities are Knott (1992) model, and their likelihood estimates were also
multiplied by 21, 0, and 1 for homozygous SM/J or heterozy- very similar. Thus the use of the Haley and Knott (1992)
gous or homozygous LG/J, respectively, and summed to obtain model with a binary dependent variable does not compromise
an additive genotype score (Xa). Likewise, the dominance ge- the analysis.
notypic score (Xd) is calculated as the probability of heterozy- Epistasis: The interaction among single-locus QTL detected
gosity at the arbitrary intermediate location. Genotypic scores by interval mapping was tested using the “physiological” epista-
are imputed using the genotypes measured at the flanking sis model (Cheverud and Routman 1995; Routman and
markers and the rates of recombination between the location Cheverud 1997; Cheverud 2000) in SAS (SAS Institute
of interest and the flanking markers (Haley and Knott 1998). In this model, epistatic genotypic values are defined
1992). We used the model, and their contributions to additive, dominance, and interac-

tion variances are all included in significance testing for epista-MP 5 m 1 aXa 1 dXd 1 e ,
sis. For this study, each pair of maternal performance QTL
was investigated for epistatic interactions, where multiple re-where m is a constant, a is the additive genotypic value, Xa is
gressions were performed at these loci using the additive andthe additive genotype score, d is the dominance genotypic
dominance genotype scores and their products as the indepen-value, Xd is the dominance genotype score, and e is the resid-
dent variables. The forms of interaction, additive by additiveual. These regression coefficients are estimates of the additive
(Xa1 3 Xa2), additive by dominance (Xa1 3 Xd2), dominance by(a) and dominance (d) genotypic values if a QTL occurs
additive (Xd1 3 Xa2), and dominance by dominance (Xd1 3at the tested position (Falconer and Mackay 1996). The
Xd2), were considered as independent variables and maternalprobability of a gene affecting the character at that specific
performance as the dependent variable. Statistical significancelocation was obtained using the SETCOR procedure in SYS-
was tested as described in Routman and Cheverud (1997)TAT 8.0 (Cohen and Cohen 1983; Cohen and Wilkinson
and Cheverud (2000).1997).

We use parametric models here even though the dependent We used an interchromosomal two-way genome-wide scan
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performed at every 2 cM along the mouse chromosomes to the probability of significant epistasis estimated. We expected
50 of the 1000 randomizations to reach significance by chancetest for epistasis across the whole genome (Cheverud 2000).

At each pair of locations, a test for genic epistasis was per- at a probability level corresponding to the 0.05 Bonferroni-
corrected level. However, only 31 tests displayed interactionformed. We used a generalization of multiple regression pro-

cedures that allows us to regress the dependent variable(s) that surpassed this level (0.00276 for these two chromosomes)
and none achieved the probability level obtained in the analy-on the four interaction components (Xa1 3 Xa2, Xa1 3 Xd2, Xd1 3

Xa2, Xd1 3 Xd2) holding the main effects (“a” and “d” for each sis of the original data. The observation of 31 false-positive
results rather than the expected 50 indicates that our methodsof the two loci) constant (Cohen and Cohen 1983). This

was done to obtain a single, joint significance test for the are conservative when evaluating a two-way genome-wide scan
with a binary dependent variable. The probability of obtaininginteraction terms in the model independent of their direct

effects. The model is #31 false positives rather than the expected 50 is ,0.006.
Behavior observation: An ancillary behavioral observation

MP 5 m 1 aaXa1Xa1 1 adXa1Xd2 1 daXd1Xa2 1 ddXd1Xd2|Xa1, Xd1, Xa2, Xd2 , study was undertaken to provide a better understanding of
the specific behaviors related to maternal performance forwhere MP is the dependent variable and m is the constant.
offspring survival in the intercross population. We could notThe independent variables are the interaction terms Xa1Xa2, perform these observations in the F2 generation since theseXa1Xd2, Xd1Xa2, and Xd1Xd2, while the independent partial vari-
females were no longer alive; hence we studied later genera-ables are the genotype scores Xa1, Xd1, Xa2, and Xd2 at the specified
tions of the same intercross that were being maintained inlocation. The aa, ad, da, and dd regression coefficients measure
our mouse facility. The information obtained from these lateradditive-by-additive, additive-by-dominance, dominance-by-addi-
generations suggests which maternal features would have beentive, and dominance-by-dominance genotypic values for epista-
associated with offspring survival in the F2 generation. Thus,sis, respectively. The “|” indicates that the independent vari-
we observed 199 pregnant females from matings performedables listed to the right are partialed out of the independent
to produce RI lines and an advanced intercross line (randomvariables to the left. This provides a joint test for the interaction
matings) in the F9–F14 generations. We calculated inbreedingterms independent of tests for the single-locus scores. The
levels using pedigree data and the PEDSYS (Pedigree Dataprobability obtained and parameters estimated are the same
Management System) program (Dyke 1996) using the Quaas-as in a standard multiple regression (Cohen and Cohen
Henderson algorithm (Boyce 1983). The maternal features1983). We tested the two-locus interactions separately from
we investigated included nest building before and after deliv-the single-locus effects because we had already done a single-
ery, placentophagia and pup grooming, presence of milk inlocus scan, in this case finding only two single-locus QTL.
the stomach of the pup (indicating presence of milk in theThe number of independent tests in the two-way genome-
mother), aggressive behavior against intruders, and pup re-wide scan was estimated by summing the products of the
trieval. Maternal behavioral monitoring began when preg-numbers of independent tests for each pair of chromosomes
nancy was detected and was completed 7 days after delivery.over all chromosome pairs (Cheverud 2000). This is likely
Observation was performed daily for 10–15 min per female.to be an overestimate of the true number of independent

The analyses of behavioral data were undertaken as follows:tests because there will be complex correlations between tests
association among nominal variables was tested by cross-tabu-involving different chromosome pairs that share a chromo-
lation using the Pearson chi-square test and the phi coefficient,some. This makes our Bonferroni correction for epistasis con-
while association among scalar variables was examined usingservative. We calculated 2736 independent tests in the two-
the general linear model procedures in SYSTAT 8.0. The phiway genome-wide scan. Given this number of tests, we expect
coefficient is a standard measure of association for two-way136 false-positive significant results at the 0.05 pointwise level
tables corresponding to the Pearson product moment correla-even in the absence of epistasis. To control for “false-positive”
tion between binary variables. Because reproductive successresults, we used a significance threshold correction based on
has been negatively associated with inbreeding, we first testedthe Bonferroni test (Cheverud 2001). A significant epistatic
the association of inbreeding with behavioral variables usinginteraction in this study was considered when epistasis at the
the following model:pairs of positions reached the Bonferroni threshold level of

0.1, which in our case corresponds to the probability value F 5 m 1 N1 1 N2 1 G 1 M 1 AB 1 e . (1)
of 3.7 3 1025 (5 0.10/2736). We also considered epistasis

A second model was used to test the association among vari-significant if one of the four modes of epistasis (additive by
ables and female maternal performance for offspring survivaladditive, additive by dominance, dominance by additive, and
(Success):dominance by dominance) was significant at the 9.3 3 1026

level (3.7 3 1025/4), even if the overall epistasis model was
Success 5 m 1 N1 1 N2 1 G 1 M 1 AB 1 F 1 e, (2)

not significant.
A randomization procedure was performed to corroborate where m is the constant, N1 is the prepartum nest, N2 is the

the significance values obtained for epistatic interactions. This postpartum nest, G is placentophagia and grooming pups
randomization consisted of creating 1000 data sets by sampling after birth, M is pup stomachs with milk, AB is aggressive
without replacement from the original maternal performance behavior to intruders, F is the inbreeding coefficient, and e
data and keeping the genotypes unchanged. Because of the is the residual.
extremely large number of interactions in a two-way genome-
wide scan, the randomization test among all chromosomes
was prohibitive; therefore we analyzed the interactions on a RESULTS
subsample of the two-way tests, those involving chromosomes
6 and 10. These chromosomes were chosen because they are Maternal performance for offspring survival: Data
of average size and had one significant epistatic interaction from litter size at birth and litter survival in the first
detected using the procedures described above. Every possible week after birth are represented in Table 1. Data were
interaction between locations on these two chromosomes was

collected from mothers across generations F1 and F2 andinvestigated for each of the 1000 randomly created data sets
also from females from LG/J and SM/J inbred lines. Tousing the model previously described. When a significant inter-

action was detected, a full regression model was prepared and increase sample size of the inbred parental strains, these
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TABLE 1 although there is borderline significance (P 5 0.025)
at the Bonferroni-corrected level for dominance-by-domi-Maternal performance for offspring survival
nance epistasis (Figure 3).

Epistasis: In the two-way genome-wide epistasis scan,Litter size Unsuccessful Successful
Generations n average females females a total of 346 epistasis tests are significant at the 0.05

pointwise level, 2.5 times the number expected by chance
SM/J 64 5.60 17 47

(136). Furthermore, 15 of these 346 exceed the Bonfer-LG/J 35 6.48 21 14
roni-corrected significance criterion, 5 at 0.05 (1.8 3F1 21 11.11 0 21

F2 241 9.15 31 210 1025) and an additional 10 at the 0.1 (3.7 3 1025) levels.
Therefore, maternal performance differs among geno-
types at one locus, depending on which genotypes are
present at another locus. These pairs of loci are summa-values were estimated from females currently main-
rized in Table 3. Twenty-three chromosomal regionstained in our laboratory. The LG/J strain shows signifi-
were involved in these 15 interactions (markers with over-cantly lower rates of maternal success than those of the
lapping confidence regions were conservatively consid-SM/J strain (40 vs. 74%, respectively). However, each
ered to be a single locus). Of the two QTL identifiedparental strain has a lower success rate than that of the
in the single-locus analysis, D2Mit17 1 6 cM interactsF1 (100%) or F2 (85%) hybrids.
significantly with other regions across the genome, butInterval mapping: The regression of maternal perfor-
D7Mit21 1 2 cM does not, although a separate regionmance for offspring survival on their genotype scores
on chromosome 7 (D7Nds1 1 0 cM) is involved in epistaticin the 241 F2 females at 96 microsatellite loci allowed a
interactions. Chromosomes 12, 16, and 17 were the onlygenome scan for QTL for this trait. We found highly
ones that did not present significant interactions forsignificant linkage at the genome-wide level on chromo-
epistatic QTL for maternal performance. Most loci par-some 7 at D7Mit21 1 2 cM (Figure 1) using both Bonfer-
ticipate in only one interaction although 7 of 23 locironi-correction and randomization-based significance
participated in two or more interactions (Figure 4).thresholds. This locus is underdominant and explains
These loci are not involved in a single unified network,6.2% of the phenotypic variance in maternal performance
but form several small separate sets of interacting loci.(Table 2). A suggestive linkage at the chromosome-wide

All four forms of epistasis are represented in the re-level was found on chromosome 2 at D2Mit17 1 6 cM
sults. Since we found 25 significant epistasis coefficients(Figure 2) using the Bonferroni-corrected significance
among the 15 significant interactions and since we havethreshold. This result exceeded the genome-wide 5%
four forms of epistasis, we would expect to find each formsignificance threshold as determined by randomization.
approximately 6 times. Our results did not deviate fromAs can be seen in Table 2, this locus is overdominant
this expectation. Additive-by-additive epistasis (e.g., Figureand accounts for 4.4% of the variance in maternal per-
5) occurred 6 times, additive-by-dominance and domi-formance.
nance-by-additive epistasis (e.g., Figure 6) appeared 11Epistasis between markers on chromosome 2 and 7

was not significant for the overall model (P 5 0.123), times, and dominance-by-dominance epistasis (e.g., Fig-

Figure 1.—LOD plot of chromosome 7. Sig-
nificant LOD score (3.21) at genome-wide level
(3.18) at 2 cM downstream of the marker D7Mit21
indicates highly significant evidence of QTL in
this position. The chromosome-wide significance
threshold for this chromosome is 2.12.
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TABLE 2

Quantitative trait loci affecting maternal performance

Position Position
Locus marker (cM) centromere (cM) C.R. (cM) a d 2a/sp d/sp % VAR LOD score

D7Mit21 2 2 0–14 20.03 20.19 20.17 20.57 6.18 3.21
D2Mit17 6 94 72–108 0.05 0.16 0.29 0.49 4.61 2.43

“Position marker” is the QTL’s distance from the nearest proximal marker on the chromosome while “Position centromere”
is the telomeric distance from the most proximal marker on the chromosome in Haldane’s centimorgan. C.R. is the 61 LOD
confidence region. Also included are the raw and standardized additive (a, 2a/sp) and dominance (d, d/sp) genotypic values
for maternal performance at each QTL. % VAR represents the percentage of phenotypic variation accounted for QTL with
associated LOD score.

ure 7) occurred 8 times (7 of them as negative dominance- 0.033 for prepartum and φ 5 0.343 and P 5 1.5 3

1027 for postpartum nest building). Placentophagia andby-dominance epistasis). A multiple regression model
involving only the direct-effect loci on chromosomes 2 cleaning pups was undertaken more frequently by suc-

cessful rather than unsuccessful females, but the differ-and 7 as independent variables has an adjusted multiple
r 2 of 10%. A second multiple regression model con- ence is of only borderline significance (φ 5 0.127, P 5

0.0739). Presence of milk in the stomach of the pup istaining all significant direct effects, the direct effects of
loci involved in epistatic interactions, and significant a major distinction between the two kinds of females

(φ 5 0.886, P 5 7.57 3 10236). Unsuccessful femalesepistatic effects accounts for 34.5% of the phenotypic
variation after adjusting for the number of independent fail to provide milk for their offspring. This failure could

also be due to absence of suckling behavior in pups;variables. Thus a fairly significant proportion of pheno-
typic variation in maternal performance is due to epis- however, unsuccessful females in most cases do not han-

dle the pups. Consequently, this absence of milk is mosttasis.
Behavior observation: The frequency of maternal per- likely due to the mothers’ failure rather than to failed

suckling behavior in their offspring. Aggressive behaviorformance features observed in this study is presented
in Figure 8. Observations from later generations indi- against intruders and pup retrieval was measured together

because all females that performed aggressive behaviorcate that pregnant female mice usually start to build a
nest before delivery and maintain it postpartum. This also retrieved their pups. Unsuccessful females, generally,

did not respond to external stimulus and did not rescuebehavior was found in most of the 144 successful females
in our behavioral study. Although unsuccessful females pups removed from the nest (φ 5 0.439, P 5 1.0 3

1029), in contrast to successful females that would usu-(55) sometimes showed pre- and postpartum nest build-
ing, the nests built generally were of poor quality (data ally attack our hands and, after carrying all pups back

to the nest, immediately crouch over them.not shown). Successful and unsuccessful females dif-
fered significantly for these traits (φ 5 0.152 and P 5 Inbreeding values for females used in the behavioral

Figure 2.—LOD plot of chromosome 2. The
chromosome-wide significance threshold is 2.02.
LOD score at significant peak is 2.43, showing
suggestive linkage at a chromosome-wide level at
D2Mit17 1 6 cM.
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tum nest building and aggressive behavior against in-
truders.

When we tested for the association among different
behavior variables and female maternal performance
for offspring survival, a highly significant value was
found (P 5 5.85 3 10265). This analysis indicates that
variables primarily responsible for this association are
milk provision and aggressive behavior/pup retrieval
(P 5 1.0 3 10217 and P 5 0.0004, respectively). Interest-
ingly, the level of inbreeding is not significantly associ-
ated with success independent of the behavioral factors
(P 5 0.716).

Figure 3.—Maternal performance genotypic values for
D2Mit17 1 6 cM and D7Mit21 1 2 cM.

DISCUSSION

Interval mapping revealed two QTL affecting mater-
study are on average 0.561 6 0.026. Association between nal performance. The genetic architecture of these QTL
inbreeding and success raising a litter was significant indicates a contrasting pattern. Underdominance at the
(F 5 9.1728, P 5 0.0028). When we examined the rela- chromosome 7 locus indicates that heterozygous fe-
tionship between inbreeding and all the observed mater- males are, on average, less successful than either homo-
nal behavior variables, we found a significant association zygote at this locus, while overdominance at the chromo-
among them (P 5 0.048). Nevertheless, this significant some 2 QTL indicates that the heterozygotes display
result was due primarily to association between inbreed- more successful maternal performance for offspring sur-
ing and pup cleaning and milk provision (P 5 0.034 vival than do the parental genotypes. Although of only

borderline significance after Bonferroni correction, ma-and P 5 0.040, respectively), but not to pre- and postpar-

TABLE 3

Epistatic interactions between QTL affecting maternal performance

Position Position Position Position Prob.
marker centromere marker centromere Prob. Epistasis Genotypic genotypic

Locus 1 (cM) (cM) Locus 2 (cM) (cM) epistasis type value value

D1Mit3 8 8 D3Mit194 14 128 1.22 3 1025 AD 20.14 0.000219
DA 20.12 0.002579

D1Mit3 8 8 D5Mit61 38 58 3.23 3 1025 AA 20.24 2.79 3 1025

D1Mit14 0 78 D18Mit51 2 28 2.9 3 1025 AA 0.14 0.006313
DD 20.15 1.65 3 1025

D2Mit380 8 72 D9Mit4 12 28 3.06 3 1025 AD 0.23 1.14 3 1025

D2Mit17 4 92 D14Nds1 12 12 3.34 3 1025 AA 20.17 0.010101
AD 0.23 0.000495
DD 20.16 0.009477

D2Mit1 38 38 D3Mit54 0 0 0.000245 AD 0.20 5.67 3 1026

D3Mit54 26 26 D19Mit16 16 16 9.18 3 1027 DD 20.52 1.98 3 1028

D3Mit194 12 126 D4Mit45 18 66 2.49 3 1025 AA 0.12 0.007736
AD 0.11 0.009347
DA 20.12 0.005267

D5Mit26 28 114 D11Mit333 8 108 3.47 3 1026 DD 20.20 1.53 3 1027

D5Mit61 16 36 D7Nds1 0 40 5.07 3 1025 DD 0.24 7.74 3 1026

D6Mit1 20 20 D10Mit2 12 12 1.81 3 1027 AA 20.22 0.000803
AD 20.20 0.005546
DD 20.31 0.000167

D6Mit58 4 94 D15Mit5 0 22 2.3 3 1025 AA 0.15 0.004661
AD 0.14 0.00072

D6Nds5 16 80 D11Mit15 16 76 7.31 3 1025 DD 20.23 5.1 3 1026

D11Mit15 6 66 D13Mit115 28 38 1.22 3 1025 DA 0.20 0.00686
DD 20.37 1.89 3 1025

D8Mit25 22 44 D15Mit2 20 66 0.00019 AD 0.29 5.07 3 1026

Epistasis types: AA, additive by additive; DD, dominance by dominance; AD, additive by dominance; DA, dominance by additive.
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Figure 4.—Epistatic interaction pat-
terns for maternal performance. QTL are
represented by respective chromosome
number or by chromosome number and
a letter when more than one QTL oc-
curred in the same chromosome. QTL 1a
refers to D1Mit3, 1b to D1Mit14, 2a to
D2Mit1, 2b to both D2Mit38 and D2Mit17,
3a to D3Mit54, 3b to D3Mit194, 5a to
D5Mit61, 5b to D5Mit26, 6a to D6Mit1,
6b to both D6Mit58 and D6Mit5, 11a to
D11Mit15, 11b to D11Mit333, 15a to
D15Mit5, and 15b to D15Mit2. For other
chromosomes, check Table 2.

ternal performance differences seem to be affected by and Peg3-deficient females fail to retrieve and crouch
over their pups; the former also show poor nest-buildinginteractions between these two loci (Figure 3). If the

QTL at D7Mit21 1 2 cM is homozygous, the QTL at performance and the latter have lactation problems.
These phenotypes are similar to the abnormal maternalD2Mit17 1 6 cM is slightly additive; only when the for-

mer is heterozygous does the chromosome 2 locus pres- behaviors observed in our study. Naturally, it is possible
that this chromosome 7 QTL could represent the com-ent overdominance. Likewise, underdominance at the

chromosome 7 locus is minimal in chromosome 2 het- bined effects of multiple, closely linked loci. Oxytocin
(Oxt) is a candidate gene for the QTL at D2Mit17 1 6erozygotes but strong in the two homozygous genotypes.

The presence of significant QTL suggests a gene or cM since it is located in the confidence interval of the
QTL at D2Mit17 (the intermediary region of chromo-genes associated with maternal performance for off-

spring survival at those chromosomal positions. It may some 2) and has an essential role in stimulating mater-
nal behavior. The release of oxytocin during deliverybe instructive to consider whether genes known to map

to those regions include those likely, a priori, to have an triggers maternal behavior in rats (Pedersen et al. 1982);
oxytocin-deficient female mice failed to provide milk toeffect on maternal performance. We searched the

Mouse Genome Database (2001) for candidate genes the offspring (Nishimori et al. 1996), although they
had normal maternal behaviors.that affect maternal performance located close to these

QTL. Although this identification is preliminary, it may Many regions across the genome were found to partici-
pate in epistatic interactions for maternal performancesuggest potential genes affecting the trait. The FBJ os-
for offspring survival. Only one of the QTL identifiedteosarcoma oncogene B (FosB) and the paternally ex-
in the single gene mapping (D2Mit17 1 6 cM) partici-pressed gene 3 (Peg3) are appropriate candidate genes
pated in significant epistatic interactions. Althoughbecause they are in the proximal region of chromosome
some loci participated in more than one interaction,7, 3.0–4.5 cM away from the position of the QTL at
the 23 chromosomal regions did not show a unifiedD7M21 1 2 cM. These candidate genes are associated
network of interactions. Rather, many separate interac-with the lack of nurturing maternal behavior in knock-
tion sets were identified (Figure 4). It is noteworthy toout mice (Brown et al. 1996; Li et al. 1999). Both FosB-
contrast these results with a study investigating QTL for
adiposity in the same population, which found a single
network connecting all epistatic QTL (Cheverud et al.
2001). Maternal performance is a complex trait and
distinct mechanisms may be operating separately, affect-
ing maternal behaviors, physiology, or both. These mecha-
nisms combine in a chain of events that lead to the
distinct maternal behaviors conducive to offspring sur-
vival. Some candidate genes for QTL showing epistatic
interactions are shown in Table 4. All five gene knock-
outs linked to maternal behavior (Bridges 1998; Li et
al. 1999) are potential candidate genes in our study.
Two of them are candidates for single QTL and three
of them are found near regions involved in epistaticFigure 5.—Genotypic values for maternal performance in-
interactions (Table 4). Other potential candidate genesdicating additive-by-additive interaction between D1Mit3 1 8

cM and D5Mit61 1 38 cM. for QTL are associated with abnormal maternal behav-
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Figure 6.—Maternal performance genotypic values for the
two-locus genotype at D8Mit25 1 22 cM and D15Mit2 1 20
cM illustrates additive-by-dominance interaction.

Figure 8.—Frequency of maternal features significantly as-
sociated with maternal performance for offspring survival. The

ior and complex behavioral traits. Candidate genes sug- frequency given is for lack of the feature. “Nest 1” refers to
lack of nest building before birth and “Nest 2” to nest buildinggested here do not cover all QTL found in our study.
after birth; “Clean” indicates absence of placentophagia andFurthermore, it is possible that other genes linked to
pup grooming; “Milk” means failure in milk provision; andthe candidate genes we identified are actually responsi-
“AGB” refers to lack of aggressive behavior with retrieval of

ble for the observed variation. At any rate, the use of pups after disturbance. Successful and unsuccessful females
the QTL approach enables the identification of regions differed significantly for these traits.
in the genome affecting the trait of interest that may
be investigated further.

All forms of epistasis are represented in the interac- across all genotypes at the second locus, the effects
tions found here (see Table 3). Additive-by-additive epis- nullify each other and may have led to our failure to
tasis (e.g., Figure 5) is a pattern that can interfere with detect single-locus effects on one or both of these chro-
our ability to find single-locus QTL in a genetic mapping mosomes.
study. This “epistatic nullification” occurs because epis- Additive-by-dominance epistasis shows the same pat-
tasis cancels out the effects of each single locus at the tern as dominance-by-additive epistasis, but with the
intermediate allele frequencies found in an F2 popula- roles of the loci reversed. Figure 6 represents additive-
tion. It causes QTL analyses to underestimate the num- by-dominance epistasis between chromosome 8 and
ber of loci involved in complex traits (Routman and chromosome 15. Note that D8Mit25 1 2 cM has additive
Cheverud 1997). In additive-by-additive epistasis, addi- effects with the LL homozygote displaying superior ma-
tivity is detected only within classes of genotypes at the ternal performance for both D15Mit2 1 20 cM homozy-
interacting locus. In Figure 5, for example, if D5Mit61 1 gotes but that this effect is reversed in D15Mit2 1 20
38 cM is SS, D1Mit3 1 8 cM is additive with SS having cM heterozygotes. Likewise, D15Mit2 1 20 cM shows
the highest maternal performance. On the other hand, overdominance among D8Mit25 1 2 cM SS animals and
if D5Mit61 1 38 cM is LL, the pattern is reversed. D1Mit3 1 underdominance among D8Mit25 1 2 cM LL animals.
8 cM is still additive, but LL has the best maternal perfor- Most observed cases of dominance-by-dominance epista-
mance. When we average genotypic effects at one locus sis are negative (Table 3). An example of this kind of

interaction (Figure 7) shows that double heterozygotes
have a lower genotypic value than that of single heterozy-
gotes for each locus. Despite this, double heterozygotes
still have better maternal performance than that of pa-
rental or recombinant homozygotes. This heterosis may
explain why no unsuccessful females were observed in
the F1 generation. While investigating body weight in
this same population we found a similar pattern in which
the majority of the dominance-by-dominance epistasis
was negative (Cheverud 2000). However, our findings
do not predict hybrid dysgenesis because double hetero-
zygotes were better than the parentals, although worse
than single heterozygotes at either locus. A separate
study on maternal effects on early growth in this same
population found five single-locus QTL and 10 interac-Figure 7.—Dominance-by-dominance interaction between

D3Mit54 1 26 cM and D19Mit16 1 16 cM. tions for maternal performance for offspring growth
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TABLE 4

Potential candidate genes for QTL interacting epistatically

Position Candidate Position
QTL (cM) gene Gene name (cM) Phenotype References

D1Mit14 78 Htr5b 5-Hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) 63 Anxiety and depression Clement et al. (1996)
receptor 5B

D2Mit380 72 Slc30a4 Solute carrier family 30 69 Lethal milk Dickie (1969)
(zinc transporter), member 4

D2Mit1 38 Dbh Dopamine b-hydroxylase 15.5 Lack of placentophagia/ Thomas and Palmiter
lactation problems (1997)

D3Mit54 0 Crh Corticotropin-releasing hormone 8 Abnormal maternal Pedersen et al. (1991)
behavior

D6Mit1 20 Mest Mesoderm-specific transcript 7.5 Lack of placentophagia/ Lefebvre et al. (1998)
poor nest

Ghrhr Growth hormone releasing 26 Failure to nurse first Eicher and Beamer
hormone receptor litters (1976)

D7Nds1 40 Herc2 Hect [homologous to the E6-AP 27 Abnormal maternal Lehman et al. (1998)
(UBE3A) carboxyl terminus] behavior
domain and RCC1 (CHC1)-like
domain (RLD) 2

D8Mit25 44 Slc6a2 Solute carrier family 6 45 Complex behavior traits Fritz et al. (1998)
(neurotransmitter transporter,
noradrenalin), member 2

D9Mit4 28 Foxb1b Forkhead box B1b 41 Lactation problems Labosky et al. (1997)
(Mf3)

D11Mit15 66 Crhr Corticotropin-releasing hormone 62 Abnormal maternal Pedersen et al. (1991)
receptor behavior

D13Mit115 38 Prl Prolactin 14 Abnormal maternal Lucas et al. (1998)
behavior

D15Mit15 22 Prlr Prolactin receptor 4.6 Abnormal maternal Lucas et al. (1998)
behavior

D18Mit51 28 CamK2a Calcium/calmodulin-dependent 33 Aggressive behavior Chen et al. (1994)
protein kinase IIa

(Wolf et al. 2002). Seven of these QTL were found Maternal performance was inferred from the analysis
of litter survival. To corroborate this inference, we mustin similar positions to those described here. Maternal

performance for offspring survival and offspring growth show that females with low maternal performance pres-
ent specific maternal behaviors that affect their successmay be directly related. The same maternal features

that affect offspring survival may also affect offspring in rearing litters. Behaviors significantly associated with
maternal performance include suckling, nest building,growth. Therefore we expect that some genes may mod-

ulate both traits. placentophagia and pup grooming, and retrieval of
pups after disturbance. In our study, females whose pupsThe results of this genome-wide scan for maternal

performance contrast strikingly with those obtained for survived the first week built a good nest before and kept
it after delivery. Such females usually performed placen-a wide variety of morphological traits, including mandib-

ular morphology (Cheverud et al. 1997), cranial mor- tophagia, groomed pups, provided milk, and protected
their offspring against intruders. Significant differencesphology (Leamy et al. 1999), growth and age-specific body

weights (Cheverud et al. 1996; Vaughn et al. 1999), adi- found between successful and unsuccessful females for
these variables point out the lack of these maternalposity (Cheverud et al. 2001), and binary skeletal non-

metric traits (Leamy et al. 1998). Each of these genome behaviors in the latter. Mice with knockout genes in-
volved in maternal care displayed similar abnormal be-scans found large numbers of main-effect QTL spread

throughout the genome. Most QTL discovered had sig- haviors (Brown et al.1996; Thomas and Palmiter 1997;
Lefebvre et al. 1998; Lucas et al. 1998; Li et al. 1999).nificant additive effects. For maternal performance we

found only two direct-effect QTL and neither had a Inbreeding is also involved with this behavioral alter-
ation, since maternal failure to nurture offspring is onesignificant additive effect. The only comparable result has

been for fluctuating asymmetry for mandibular mor- of the causes of inbred mouse strain failure (Silver

1995; Falconer and Mackay 1996). In our study, in-phology, which had no direct genetic effects (Leamy

et al. 1997) but many significant epistatic interactions breeding was negatively associated with female success
(P 5 0.0028) through its effects on some of the maternal(Leamy et al. 2002).
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